Consistency is a crucial requirement in text annotation. It is especially important in educational applications, as lack of consistency directly affects learners' motivation and learning performance. This paper presents a quality assessment scheme for English-to-Japanese translations produced by learner translators at university. We constructed a revision typology and a decision tree manually through an application of the OntoNotes method, i.e., an iteration of assessing learners' translations and hypothesizing the conditions for consistent decision making, as well as reorganizing the typology. Intrinsic evaluation of the created scheme confirmed its potential contribution to the consistent classification of identified erroneous text spans, achieving visibly higher Cohen's κ values, up to 0.831, than previous work. This paper also describes an application of our scheme to an English-to-Japanese translation exercise course for undergraduate students at a university in Japan.
Introduction
Assessing and assuring translation quality is one of the main concerns for translation services, machine translation (MT) industries, and translation teaching institutions. 1 The assessment process for a given pair of source document (SD) and its translation, i.e., target document (TD), consists of two tasks. The first task is to identify erroneous text spans in the TD. In professional settings, when assessors consider a text span in a TD as erroneous, they generally suggest a particular revision proposal (Mossop, 2014) . For instance, in example (1), a transliteration error is corrected.
(1) SD: Mark Potok is a senior fellow at the Southern Poverty Law Center. TD:
(Podok ⇒ Potok)
Henceforth, we refer to a marked text span reflecting the identification of a particular error or deficiency as an issue. The second task is to classify each identified issue into an abstract issue type, such as "omission" or "misspelling." An inherent problem concerning translation quality assessment is that it inevitably involves human judgments, and thus is subjective. 2 The first task, i.e., identifying issues in TDs, relies heavily on assessors' translation and linguistic competence, as may the subsequent step of making a revision proposal for them, depending on the subtlety of the issue. It therefore seems impractical to create an annotation scheme that enables even inexperienced translators to perform this task at a comparable level to mature translators.
For regulating the second task, several typologies, such as those reviewed in Secarǎ (2005) , the Multilingual e-Learning in Language Engineering (MeLLANGE) error typology (Castagnoli et al., 2006) , and Multidimensional Quality Metrics (MQM), 3 have been proposed. Existing issue typologies show diversity in their granularity and their organization of issue types, owing to the fact that the scope and granularity of issues depend 2 While automated metrics for MT quality evaluation are often presented as objective, many, including BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) , rely on comparison with a one or more human reference translations whose quality and subjectivity are merely assumed and not independently validated.
3 http://www.qt21.eu/launchpad/content/ multidimensional-quality-metrics on the purpose of translations and the aim of human assessments (e.g., formative or summative). However, the typology alone does not necessarily guarantee consistent human assessments (Lommel et al., 2015) . For instance, while one may classify the issue in (1) as an "incorrect translation of term," it could also be regarded as a "misspelling."
In this paper, we focus on the quality assessment of learners' translations. Motivated by the increasing demand for translation, translation teaching institutions have been incorporating best practices of professionals into their curricula. When teaching the revision and review processes in such institutions, the assessor's revision proposal is normally not provided, in order to prevent learners believing that it is the only correct solution (Klaudy, 1996) . Thus, issue type plays a crucial role in conveying the assessors' intention to learners, and its consistency is especially important, since lack of consistency directly affects learners' motivation and learning performance. Besides the consistency, the applicability of an assessment tool to a wide range of translations is also important. To the best of our knowledge, however, none of the existing typologies have been validated for translations between languages whose structures are radically different, such as English and Japanese. Neither have their applicability to translations produced by less advanced learners, such as undergraduate students, been fully examined.
Aiming at (i) a consistent human assessment, (ii) of English-to-Japanese translations, (iii) produced by learner translators, we manually constructed a scheme for classifying identified issues. We first collected English-to-Japanese translations from learners in order to assure and validate the applicability of our scheme ( §3). We then manually created an issue typology and a decision tree through an application of the OntoNotes method (Hovy et al., 2006) , i.e., an iteration of assessing learners' translations and updating the typology and decision tree ( §4). We adopted an existing typology, that of MNH-TT (Babych et al., 2012) , as the starting point, because its origin (Castagnoli et al., 2006) was tailored to assessing university student learners' translations and its applicability across several European languages had been demonstrated. We evaluated our scheme with inter-assessor agreement, employing four assessors and an undergraduate learner translator ( §5).
We also implemented our scheme in an Englishto-Japanese translation exercise course for undergraduate students at a university in Japan, and observed tendencies among absolute novices ( §6).
Previous Work
To the best of our knowledge, the error typology in the Multilingual e-Learning in Language Engineering (MeLLANGE) project (Castagnoli et al., 2006) was the first tool tailored to assessing learners' translations. It had been proved applicable to learners' translations across several European languages, including English, German, Spanish, French, and Italian. The MeLLANGE typology distinguished more than 30 types of issues, grouped into Transfer (TR) issues, whose diagnosis requires reference to both SD and TD, and Language (LA) issues, which relate to violations of target language norms. This distinction underlies the widespread distinction between adequacy and fluency, the principal editing and revision strategies advocated by Mossop (2014) , and the differentiation between (bilingual) revision and (monolingual) reviewing specified in ISO/TC27 (2015) . Designed for offering formative assessment by experienced instructors to university learner translators, it provided a fine-grained discrimination seen also in, for instance, the framework of the American Translators Association (ATA) with 23 categories. 4 The MeLLANGE typology was simplified by Babych et al. (2012) , who conflated various subcategories and reduced the number of issue types to 16 for their translation training environment, MNH-TT, which differs from MeLLANGE in two respects. First, it is designed for feedback from peer learners acting as revisers and/or reviewers, whose ability to make subtle distinctions is reduced. Second, it is embedded in a projectoriented translation scenario that simulates professional practice and where more coarse-grained, summative schemes prevail. 5, 6 In our pilot test, however, we found that even the MNH-TT typology did not necessarily guarantee consistent human assessments. When we identified 40 issues in an English-to-Japanese translation by a learner and two of the authors separately classified them, only 17 of them (43%) resulted in agreement on the classification, achieving Cohen's κ (Cohen, 1960) of 0.36. This highlighted the necessity of a navigation tool, such as a decision tree, for consistent human decision making, especially given that the issue type serves as feedback to learners. Multidimensional Quality Metrics (MQM) has been widely used in the MT community and translation industries. However, the consistency of classifying issues had not been guaranteed when only its issue typology was used. measured the inter-assessor agreement of identifying erroneous text spans in MT outputs and classifying them, using the MQM typology comprising 20 types. Having obtained low Cohen's κ values, 0.18 to 0.36, and observed several types of ambiguities, they pointed out the lack of decision making tool. Motivated by this study, MQM later established a decision tree . Nevertheless, MQM has not been validated as applicable to learners' translations, especially those between distant languages.
Collecting English-to-Japanese
Translations by Learners
Our study began with collecting English-toJapanese translations produced by learner translators. Assuming novice learner translators and the very basic competences to teach, we selected journalistic articles as the text type. As the SDs in English, 18 articles with similar conceptual and linguistic difficulties were sampled from the column page of a news program "Democracy Now!" 7 by a professional translator, who also had significant experience in teaching English-to-Japanese translation at universities. The average number of words in the SDs was 781. Then, 30 students (12 undergraduate and 18 graduate students) were employed to translate one of the SDs into Japanese. 8 7 http://www.democracynow.org/blog/ category/weekly_column/ 8 Some of the SDs were separately translated by more than one student.
All these participants were native Japanese speakers and had attended translation classes at a university in Japan. They were asked to produce a TD that served as a Japanese version of the original article.
The collected pairs of SD and TD were divided into the following three partitions.
Development: Three randomly selected document pairs were used to develop our scheme ( §4).
Validation 1: Another 17 sampled document pairs were used to gauge the inter-assessor agreement of the issue classification task, given the identified issues ( §5.1).
Validation 2: The remaining ten document pairs were used to examine the stability of identifying erroneous text spans in the TDs, as well as the inter-assessor agreement between a learner and an experienced assessor ( §5.2).
Development of an Issue Classification Scheme
To alleviate potential inconsistencies, we structuralized the issue types in the MNH-TT typology (Babych et al., 2012) , introducing a decision tree. We chose a decision tree as a navigation tool for human decision making, as in MQM , because the resulting issues will be used not only by the instructors in order to evaluate the translation quality but also by learners in order to understand the diagnoses. We also considered that explicit explanation for decisions is critical in such scenarios. We first determined the priorities of issue types through in-depth interviews with two professional translators, who also had ample experience in teaching English-to-Japanese translation at universities. These priorities were based on both the work-flow of the professionals and the nature of the issues they found in grading learners' translations. Table 1 shows the coarse-grained figure resulting from the two translators' agreement. Obvious incompleteness of translations are captured Table 2 : Our issue typology, with prefixes (context, lexis, grammar, and text) indicating their coarsegrained classification in the MNH-TT typology (Babych et al., 2012) . The two rightmost columns show the corresponding issue types in the MeLLANGE typology (Castagnoli et al., 2006) and those in MQM (Lommel et al., 2015) , respectively, where "n/a" indicates issue types that are not covered explicitly.
at Level 1. While Level 2 covers issues related to misunderstandings of the SD, Levels 3 and 4 highlight issues in the language of the TD. Level 5 deals with violation of various requirements imposed by the text type of the translated document.
Regarding Table 1 as a strict constraint for the shape of the decision tree, and the 16 issue types in the MNH-TT typology as the initial issue types, we developed our issue classification scheme, using the OntoNotes method (Hovy et al., 2006) . In other words, we performed the following iteration(s).
Step 1. Annotate issues in the TDs for development, using the latest scheme.
Step 2. Terminate the iteration if we meet a satisfactory agreement ratio (90%, as in Hovy et al. (2006) ).
Step 3. Collect disagreed issues among assessors, including those newly found, and discuss the factors of consistent decision making.
Step 4. Update the scheme, including the definition of each issue type, the conditions for decision making, and their organization in the form of a decision tree. Record marginal examples in the example list.
Step 5. Go back to Step 1.
Three of the authors conducted the above process using the three document pairs (see §3), which resulted in the issue typology in Table 2 and the decision tree in Table 3 . A total of 52 typical and marginal examples were also collected.
It is noteworthy that our issue typology preserves almost perfectly the top-level distinction of the MeLLANGE typology, i.e., the TR (trans- fer) and LA (language) issues, described in §2.
The priority of the former over the latter, implicitly assumed in the MeLLANGE typology, is also largely preserved; the sole exceptions are X7 (incorrect translations of terms) and X4b (too literal). Table 2 also shows that our typology includes the following three issue types that are not covered by MQM.
• X6 (indecision) captures a student habit of offering more than one translation for a given text, which is not observed in professional translators.
• X8 (collocation) employs a more specific, linguistic terminology for diagnosing one subtype of X15 (clumsy).
• X16 (incohesive), which is also absent from the MeLLANGE typology but present in the ATA framework, appears not applicable in the common (commercial) situation where sentences are translated without reference to their context.
During the development process, we decided to identify and classify only the first occurrence of identical issues in a single TD. For instance, other incorrect translations of " " for "Potok" in the same TD as example (1) will not be annotated repeatedly. This is because annotations are made and used by humans, i.e., assessors and learners, and persistent indications of identical issues may waste the time of assessors and discourage learners. This practice differs from ordinary linguistic annotation, especially that aiming to develop training data for machine learning methods, which requires exhaustive annotation of the phenomena of interest within given documents. Although there have been several studies on the use of partial/incomplete annotation, e.g., Tsuboi et al. (2008) , our procedure is nevertheless different from these in the sense that we leave issues "unannotated" only when identical ones are already annotated.
Intrinsic Evaluation of the Scheme
It is hard to make a fair and unbiased comparison between different annotation schemes that target the same phenomena, employing the same assessors. We thus evaluated whether our issue classification scheme leads to sufficiently high level of inter-assessor agreement, regarding those poor results described in §2 as baselines, and analyzed the tendencies of disagreements and the distribution of issues.
Validation 1: Classification of Identified Issues

Inter-Assessor Agreement
We gauged the consistency of classifying identified issues by the inter-assessor agreement. First, three of the authors who developed our scheme identified erroneous text spans in the 17 TDs (see §3) and made a revision proposal for each, through discussion. Then, four assessors were independently asked to classify each of the resulting 575 issues into one of the 16 issue types, "other issue," and "not an issue," following our decision tree in Table 3 . Two of them were anonymous paid workers (A and B), while the others (C and D) were two of the above three authors. All four assessors were native Japanese speakers with a strong command of English and an understanding of our scheme and translation-related notions. While they were asked to adhere to our decision Table 4 : Inter-assessor agreement on the identified 575 issues.
tree, no dictionary or glossary was provided. Table 4 summarizes the agreement ratio and Cohen's κ (Cohen, 1960) . The most consistent pair was C and D who agreed on 86.6% (498/575) of the issues and achieved almost perfect agreement, κ = 0.831, although it is indisputable that they had some advantages, having been engaged in developing the scheme and identifying the issues. Both of the two measures draw a clear distinction between the anonymous and identified assessors. As our analysis below illustrates, the anonymous workers made many careless mistakes, presumably because the human resource agency did not offer substantial incentive to pursue accurate and consistent annotations. Nevertheless, even the lowest κ value in our experiment, 0.490, was visibly higher than those achieved using the typologies with the same level of granularity but without a tool for consistent decision making (see §2). Table 5 shows the most frequent disagreement patterns between each anonymous worker and the two authors (C and D) on the 498 issues about which the authors have agreed. The most typical disagreement was between X3 (distortion) and X4b (too literal). For instance, "has passed" in example (2) As the TD does not convey the original meaning in the SD, both C and D classified this issue into X3 (distortion). In contrast, both A and B regarded them as X4b (too literal), presumably considering that both of the original translation " " and the revision proposal " " were appropriate lexical translations for "has passed" when separated from the context. The above results, and the fact that X3 (distortion) and X4b (too literal) also produced the most frequent disagreements between C and D (11 out of 77 disagreements), suggested that question Q2a in Table 3 should be defined more clearly. We plan to make this precise in our future work. The other frequent disagreements concerned the issues classified as X1 (omission) by A and B, whereas C and D classified them as other types. For instance, both C and D classified the issue in (3) as X3 (distortion) since the original word "sailors" was incorrectly translated as "soldiers," and the issue in (4) as X7 (incorrect translation of terms) since named entities compose a typical subclass of term. Table 6 : Total frequency and relative frequency of each issue type (macro average and standard deviation over TDs).
comparing the marked text span with the revision proposal at the surface level.
Coverage of the Issue Typology
Through a discussion, the disagreements between C and D on the 77 issues were resolved and 18 newly identified issues were also classified. We then calculated relative frequency RF of each issue type, t, in each TD, d, as follows:
. Table 6 summarizes the frequency of each issue type; the "n" column shows their total frequency across all TDs and the remaining columns compares macro average and standard deviation of the relative frequencies over TDs produced by each group of students. All the identified issues were classified into one of the 16 issue types in our typology, confirming that the MNH-TT typology had also covered various types of issues appearing in English-to-Japanese translations produced by learners. As reviewed in §2 and §4, both of our typology and the MNH-TT typology cover a broader range of issues than the MeLLANGE typology. Thus, we can even insist that our scheme is applicable to translations between several European languages that Castagnoli et al. (2006) have investigated. In our preliminary experiments on assessing English-to-Chinese and Japanese-toKorean translations using our scheme, we have not observed any novel type of issues. X3 (distortion) occurred significantly more frequently than the others. This is consistent with the previous investigation based on the MeLLANGE typology (Castagnoli et al., 2006) , considering that X3 (distortion) in our typology corresponds to parts of the most frequent type, LA-TL-IN (Language, terminology and lexis, incorrect), and the second-ranked TR-DI (Transfer, distortion). The other frequent types were X4b (too literal) and X1 (omission), which are both listed in the two existing typologies in Table 2 , and also frequently observed in the learners' translations between European languages (Castagnoli et al., 2006) .
The annotation results revealed that the graduate students produced issues at Level 2 less frequently than the undergraduate students, while producing more Level 4 issues. Although the relative frequencies of issues vary greatly between individuals, we speculate that less experienced students are more likely to struggle at Level 2, i.e., properly understanding content in SDs.
Validation 2: Annotation by a Novice Learner Translator
We also evaluated our issue classification scheme in a more realistic setting: the comparison of an undergraduate learner translator with an experienced assessor. The learner involved in this experiment, referred to as assessor E, was also a native Japanese speaker and had attended some translation classes at a university. The other assessor was D, who had participated in the first experiment. The two assessors separately identified erroneous text spans in the ten TDs (see §3) with a revision proposal, and classified them following our decision tree.
As a result, D and E respectively annotated 561 and 406 issues. Among these, 340 were for identical text spans, with not necessarily identical but similar revision proposals. They consistently classified 289 issues out of 340 (85.0%), achieving a substantial and notably high agreement, κ = 0.794. These are substantially higher than those achieved by the anonymous workers A and B (see Table 4 ), although they worked on different TDs. This fact indicates that the identified assessors in the first experiment (C and D) did not necessarily have an advantage. More importantly, this experiment verified the understandability of our scheme by actual learner translators. We expect that learner translators would be able Table 7 : Frequent disagreements between a learner translator (E) and one of the authors (D) among the 340 issues they identified consistently.
to perform peer reviewing of their draft translations, once they have acquired a certain level of understanding of our scheme. Consequently, as Kiraly (2000) mentions, they would be able to effectively develop their translation skills through playing various roles in the translation work-flow, including that of assessor.
Typical disagreement patterns are shown in Table 7 . Similarly to the first experiment, disagreement between X3 (distortion) and X4b (too literal) was frequently observed. E also classified as X15 (clumsy) 11 issues which D classified as X3 (distortion) or X4b (too literal). To answer question Q4c consistently, the literalness needs to be confirmed, for instance, by using dictionaries.
There were 221 and 66 issues identified only by D or E, respectively; 171 and 41 out of these were ignored by the other, including missed issues and accepted translations, reflecting the different levels of sensitivity of the assessors. The other 38 and 14 mismatches suggested the necessity of a guideline to consistently annotate single issues. For instance, E identified one X3 (distortion) issue in (5), while D annotated two issues there: " (with rich information)" as X2 (addition) and " (weather application)" as X3 (distortion).
(5) SD: I put the question to Jeff Masters, co-founder at Weather Underground, an Internet weather information service. TD:
(a weather application with rich information ⇒ a Web service which provides weather information)
6 Translation Exercise at a University Having created and validated an annotation scheme, we should ultimately verify its usefulness in actual practice. We implemented our scheme in an English-to-Japanese translation exercise course for undergraduate students at a university in Japan.
Course Design
Two different types of English texts were used: travel guides from "Travellerspoint" 9 (henceforth, "Travel") and columns from "Democracy Now!" as in §3 (henceforth, "Column"). For each text type, the instructor of the course sampled three documents with similar conceptual and linguistic difficulties, and excerpted roughly the first 550 words of each document as SDs.
A total of 27 undergraduate students participated in the course held over 15 weeks, from April to July 2015. All of them were native Japanese speakers; eight had attended translation classes at a university, while the other 19 were absolute novices. Each student selected one of the sampled SDs for each text type. Before starting translation, they prepared a glossary and collected background information by themselves, and the instructor added any missing information. Each student first translated a "Travel" SD into Japanese over six weeks, referring to the corresponding glossary and background information, and then a "Column" SD in the same manner.
During the process of translating one SD, students' translations were assessed every two weeks (three times per SD); a teaching assistant identified erroneous text spans with a revision proposal, and classified them following our decision tree; and then the instructor double-checked them. While the identified erroneous text spans and the assigned issue types were fed back to the students, revision proposals were not shown (Klaudy, 1996) . When the instructor fed back the assessment results to the students, she also explained our issue typology (Table 2 ) and decision tree (Table 3) , also using the examples collected during the development process.
Observations
Through the course, 54 TDs were annotated with 1,707 issues, all of which fell into one of the 16 types in our issue typology. Table 8 summarizes the relative frequency of each issue type. X3 (distortion) occurred significantly more frequently than the others in translating both types of SDs, as in the results in Table 6 and previous work (Castagnoli et al., 2006 ring content of the given SD is the principal issue for learner translators in general. Table 8 also highlights that the relative frequencies of X7 (incorrect translations of terms) and X4b (too literal) are drastically different for the "Travel" and "Column" SDs. A student-wise comparison of the relative frequencies in Figure 1 revealed that the students who made these two types of issues more frequently in translating "Travel" SDs (shown in the right-hand side in the figure) produced these types of issues significantly less frequently during translating "Column" SDs. Due to the difference in text types, we cannot claim that this demonstrates students' growth in learning to translate and that this has been promoted by our scheme. Nevertheless, our scheme is clearly useful for quantifying the characteristics of such students.
Conclusion
To consistently assess human translations, especially focusing on English-to-Japanese translations produced by learners, we manually created an improved issue typology accompanied by a decision tree through an application of the OntoNotes method. Two annotation experiments, involving four assessors and an actual learner translator, confirmed the potential contribution of our scheme to making consistent classification of identified issues, achieving Cohen's κ values of between 0.490 (moderate) to 0.831 (almost perfect). We also used our scheme in a translation exercise course at a university in order to assess learners' translations. The predefined 16 issue types in our typology covered all the issues that appeared in English-to-Japanese translations produced by undergraduate students, supporting the applicability of our issue typology to real-world translation training scenarios.
Our plans for future work include further improvements of our issue classification scheme, such as clarifying questions in the decision tree and establishing a guideline for annotating single issues. Its applicability will further be validated using other text types and other language pairs. From the pedagogical point of view, monitoring the effects of assessment is also important (Orozco and Hurtado Albir, 2002) . Given the high agreement ratio in our second experiment ( §5.2), we are also interested in the feasibility of peer reviewing (Kiraly, 2000) . Last but not least, with a view to efficient assessment with less human labor, we will also study automatic identification and classification of erroneous text spans, referring to recent advances in the field of word-and phrase-level quality estimation for MT outputs. 10
